Dating Advice: 3 Ways to Use
the Psychic Edge to Find Mr.
Right

By Louise Helene
Celebrities face the same challenges in love as everyone else,
only their mistakes and heartbreaks are made public. Many of
them seem to be repeating the same mistakes. If they would
just listen to their inner intuition, or their “psychic edge,”
their love lives would be much happier.
Here are a few
exercises that can help them and you:
Related: Is That You, Mr. Right?
1. Visualize Your Dream Man

Visualization is a powerful tool not only to draw to us what
we want, but to exercise our psychic muscles. When we focus
on something, we help the universe send it to us.
I
psychically feel Kim Kardashian longs for her soulmate.
Because of her numerous failed relationships, many people
wonder if it will last with Kanye West. Kim should lie down
in a quiet place and get comfortable, closing her eyes and
taking a few deep breaths. When she is totally relaxed, she
should visualize the man of her dreams, being as detailed as
possible. Once she has a clear image, she needs to say out
loud, “Darling, I will know you when I meet you,” repeating
this five times. Kim’s main problem is not recognizing her
dream man when he comes along; this exercise will help her —
and you — to do just that.
Related: Fishing for Mr. Right – Types of Guys to Throw Back
2. Command Him into Your Life
Never underestimate the power of sound, especially your own
voice. Sound vibrations are very powerful in the universe and
help us focus intuitively, helping us make the right
decisions. Taylor Swift is one celebrity who’s famous for
singing about her Mr. Wrongs. She could use a psychic nudge
to attract Mr. Right.
Every morning when Taylor wakes up, she should look in the
mirror, close her eyes and take three deep, relaxing breaths
before saying out loud, “Love of my life, come to me.” She
should say this three times, with confidence and belief, and
repeat this mantra before she goes to bed. Done regularly,
she might be planning a wedding in the coming year.
3. Write Down the Possibilities
There are many potential conclusions to any romance. Writing
down these possibilities gives us a powerful psychic edge.
What does your gut say?
Just imagine the heartbreak that
could have been avoided if Katy Perry, Selena Gomez, or Demi

Moore had tried this simple exercise.
Whenever you have a question about a man in your life, write
several statements about him down on slips of paper and fold
them in half. For example: “he is a cheater,” “he loves his
ex,” or “he is my soulmate.” Put all the slips of paper in a
bowl.
Close your eyes and meditate for a moment before
randomly choosing one of the slips of paper. What is your
immediate reaction to the statement? Many times our conscious
mind suppresses our natural insight. This is a wonderful way
to feel the subtle sensations of your own intuition.
Romance is very challenging for all women, famous or not;
that’s one thing we all have in common. We need to start
using our psychic edge to find the happiness we deserve.
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